Activity: IPT students interacted with students from Sant Loangonwal Institute of Engineering and Technology, Punjab through Skype

No of students attended: 40

Report: As part of the schedule students interacted with students from Sant Loangonwal Institute of Engineering and Technology, Punjab through Skype virtually. Our college students spoke to them in Hindi and asked them about their cultural, food and lifestyle habits.

Our students also explained the concept of VIRINCHI fest organised by Engineering and technology department and invited them for participation. They also furnished information about virtual participation in the form of e-poster, video recordings etc.

Photos:
Note: As the paired institute of Institute of Pharmaceutical technology, Sri Padmavati Mahila Visvavidyalayam, has not responded in spite of many attempts via telephone. Mail and messages, IPT has paired up with School of Engineering and Technology (SOET), sister department of the same University. IPT is now conducting EBSB activities with the paired institute of SOET i.e, the Sant Loangonwal Institute of Engineering and Technology, Punjab.